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Abstract. Understanding how people view and interact with autonomous
vehicles is important to guide future directions of research. One such
way of aiding understanding is through simulations of virtual environ-
ments involving people and autonomous vehicles. We present a simula-
tion model that incorporates people and autonomous vehicles in a shared
urban space. The model is able to simulate many thousands of people
and vehicles in real-time. This is achieved by use of GPU hardware,
and through a novel linear program solver optimized for large numbers
of problems on the GPU. The model is up to 30 times faster than the
equivalent multi-core CPU model.
Keywords: Pedestrian Simulation · Real-time rendering · GPU-computing
· Autonomous vehicles
1 Introduction
Self-driving vehicles are an important area of current research and industry.
There is a lot of work examining how best to implement this developing tech-
nology. One guiding factor of this is an understanding of how people feel about
the use of autonomous vehicles, since they will be users, as passengers, and will
also interact with the vehicles as pedestrians. One way of gaining such under-
standing is through the use of visualizations of virtual simulations of pedestrian
crowds and autonomous vehicles. Creating simulations that combine people and
autonomous vehicles demonstrates potential phenomena that may arise from this
novel situation. It also provides outreach opportunities to gauge public opinion,
and increase confidence of sharing the same area. Of special interest is the use
of autonomous vehicles that share the same space as pedestrians. This type of
transportation increases the area available for both the vehicles and people to
move around in. It also allows the autonomous vehicles to reach any location,
resulting in true door-to-door transportation. This could potentially allow many
more people and vehicles to be able to use the same space compared to segregat-
ing them, resulting in larger overall accessible areas, potentially reducing traffic
and densities.
Part of the requirement for such simulations is the ability to simulate many
people and vehicles. This allows for large public spaces containing many thou-
sands of people to be visualized, such as areas surrounding busy transport hubs
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or city centers. Another requirement is to run in real-time. This allows for user
interactivity, particularly for applications such as virtual reality. The choice of
simulation model tends to be one in which the more computationally complex
it is, the more realistic the motion it produces tends to be. By using particular
agent-based simulation models with inherent parallelism, it is possible to create
simulations with greater numbers of people and agents, running at faster speeds.
This is achieved by running such simulations on GPU hardware, due to the larger
throughput available for GPUs compared to CPUs. This has been seen in other
pedestrian models previously [1,2].
The work presented here builds on previous work by Charlton et al. [3],
which presented an efficient pedestrian steering model for GPU hardware using
the ORCA steering model. That work shows speed increases of up to 30 times
compared to the original multi-core CPU model. The speedup is achieved by
parallelizing as much of the data and computation as possible, choosing data
parallel algorithms and spatial partitioning to allow communication between
people to provide speedup. It makes use of a low-dimensional linear program
solver that efficiently solves numerous problems simultaneously on the GPU [4],
and adapts the solver to optimize for a position close to a point in 2D space,
rather than a linear function as described in the paper. This model also uses
a grid-based spatial partitioning scheme to efficiently communicate data within
the GPU [5].
The work presented in this paper expands upon the work of Charlton et al.
[3] by including autonomous vehicles in the simulation. The model has been ex-
tended with rules to explain interaction between people and vehicle and between
vehicle and vehicle. It allows high performance simulations involving both people
and autonomous vehicles interacting in the same space. The resulting model has
been incorporated into a visualization to demonstrate the effects of simulations
involving people and autonomous vehicles in the same shared space.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 covers background in-
formation and related work. Section 3 explains in detail the implementation of
the ORCA model on the GPU and extensions to allow for autonomous vehi-
cles. Section 4 presents results of the visualization of the autonomous vehicles
and people simulation, and discussion of the multi-core CPU and GPU ORCA
models. Finally, section 5 gives conclusions.
2 Background
Many types of models have been proposed to generate local pedestrian motion
and collision avoidance [6,7,8]. The simplest separation of steering models is
between continuum models and microscopic models. Continuum models attempt
to treat the whole crowd in a similar way to a fluid, allowing for fast simulation
of larger numbers of people, but are lacking in accuracy at the individual person
scale [9]. Moving part of the calculation to the GPU has shown performance
improvements [10]. Overall, however, the model is not ideal for solving on the
GPU due to the large sparse data structures. In comparison, microscopic models
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tend to be paired with a global path planner to give people goal locations and
trajectories. Such models specify rules at the individual person scale, with crowd-
scale dynamics being an emergent effect of the rules and interactions, and easily
allow for non-homogeneous agents and behavior.
Popular microscopic models are cellular automata (CA), social forces [11]
and velocity obstacles (VO) [12]. CA are popular due to the ability to repro-
duce observable phenomena [13,14], but a downside is the inability to reproduce
other behaviors due to using discrete space. CA models are computationally
lightweight and lend themselves well to specify certain complex behavior. How-
ever, CA pedestrian models tend to use discrete spatial rules, where the order
of agent movements are sequential, which does not lend itself to parallelism and
GPU implementations [15]. Social force models use a computationally lightweight
set of rules that allows for crowd-scale observables such as lane formation. They
are well suited to parallelizing on the GPU since all agents can be updated
simultaneously, with good performance for many simulated people [16,17]. How-
ever, generated simulations can result in unrealistic looking motion and produce
undesirable behavior at large densities.
Velocity obstacles (VO) work by examining the velocity and position of
nearby moving objects to compute a collision-free trajectory. Velocity-space is
analyzed to determine what velocities can be taken which do not cause colli-
sions. VO models lend themselves to parallelization since agents are updated
simultaneously and navigate independently of one another with minimal explicit
communication. It tends to be more computational and memory intensive than
social forces models, but the large throughput capability of the GPU for such
parallel tasks make it a very suitable technique for GPU implementation. Early
models assumed that each person would take full responsibility for avoiding
other people. Several variations include the reactive behavior of other models
[18,19,20]. One example is reciprocal velocity obstacles (RVO), where the as-
sumption is that all other people will take half the responsibility for avoiding
collisions [21,22]. This model has been implemented on the GPU [2] and has
shown credible speedup over the multi-core CPU implementation through use of
hashing instead of naive nearest neighbor search. Group behavior has also been
included in VO models [23,24] allowing people to be joined into groups. Such
people attempt to remain close to other members of the group and aim for the
same goal location. 25There are many further extentions to VOs to specialize
movement and behaviors to account for a variety of agent and robot types, such
as elliptical agents [25], holonomic movement [26], and non-holonomic movement
[27][28]. A further extension of particular interest is optimal reciprocal collision
avoidance (ORCA). It provides sufficient conditions for collision-free motion. It
works by solving low-dimension linear programs. Freely available code libraries
have been implemented for both single- and multi-core CPU [29].
VO techniques are very suitable candidates for GPU implementation. The
RVO model and implementation by Bleiweiss [2] show notable performance gains
against multi-core CPU equivalent models. However, these methods must per-
form expensive calculations to find a suitable velocity. They tend to perform
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slower and are not guaranteed to find the best velocity. ORCA is deemed more
suitable because of its performance relative to other VO models and collision-free
motion, theoretically providing “better” motion (i.e. less collisions). A critical
analysis of common VO approaches is presented by Douthwaite et al. [30]. In
their analysis they find the ORCA model to scale the best out of the tested VO
models, and also find ORCA provides the smoothest trajectories.
Linear programming is a way of maximizing an objective function subject to
a set of constraints. For ORCA, linear programming is used to find the closest
velocity to a person’s desired velocity which does not result in collisions. It is
important to choose a solver that is efficient on the GPU at low dimensions. A
popular solver type is the Simplex method. This is best suited for large dimen-
sion problems and struggles at lower dimensions. The incremental solver [31] is
efficient at low dimensions but suffers on the GPU due to load balance: not all
GPU threads have the same amount of computation, which reduces the perfor-
mance on such parallel architecture. The batch GPU two-dimension linear solver
[4] is an efficient way to solve the numerous linear problems simultaneously. We
make use of this approach, demonstrating its use for large-scale simulations.
There is a lot of work examining the ethics and safety of autonomous vehicles
[32,33,34,35,36]. There is also examination into understanding how users respond
to autonomous vehicles, and therefore how such vehicles should be programmed.
A recent survey and overview of this is provided by Rasouli and Tsotsos [37].
Schwarting et al. use a variety of psycological metrics which model the altruism
and selfishness of people to predict their interactions towards autonomous vehi-
cles [38]. Bonnefon et al. examined the idea of pedestrian-first safely compared
to passenger-first safety of autonomous vehicles. That is, given a scenario which
will cause harm to either the pedestrians or passengers, whose safety will be
prioritized. They found people would prefer others to buy pedestrian-first safe
vehicles, but would prefer to ride in passenger-first safe vehicles, which provides
a moral, ethical, and utilitarian dilemma as to the choice of algorithms used in
autonomous vehicles [39]. Pettersson and Karlsson [40] find that different ways
of presenting information on the same subject can yield different types of data.
This means that the larger variety of methods of presenting and interacting with
information about autonomous vehicles, the more understanding of the users can
be found. Work into simulating autonomous vehicles has been carried out with
agent-based models. Boesch and Ciari [41] present an agent-based simulation
model for autonomous vehicles, called MATsim, with the aim of it being simple
enough for usage for those interested. This tool is used in a variety of applica-
tions, such as examining an autonomous taxi service [42], providing a theoretical
examination in which to target future experimental research. Zhang et al. [43]
try to predict the effect autonomous vehicle will have on city parking through
use of an agent based model, and estimate that up to 90% of parking demand
could be eliminated.
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3 The Algorithm
This section provides an overview of the algorithm as well as important changes
to allow simulating of autonomous vehicles. For more in-depth description of the
original ORCA algorithm, see the work of van den Berg et al. [44], or for more
detail on the GPU implementation, see the work of Charlton et al. [3]. The main
changes are changes to the avoidance rules determining how much people and
vehicles should avoid each other.
As an overview to the ORCA model, each agent in the model has a start
location and an end location they want to reach as quickly as possible, subject
to an average speed and capped maximum speed. For each simulation iteration,
each agent “observes” properties of other nearby agents, namely radius, the
current position and velocity. For each nearby agent a half-plane of restricted
velocities is calculated (figure 1). By selecting a velocity not restricted by this
half-plane, the two agents are guaranteed to not collide within time τ , where
τ is the lookahead time, the amount of forward time planning people make to
avoid collisions. By considering all nearby agents, the set of half-planes creates
a set of velocities that, if taken, do not collide with any nearby agents in time
τ . The agent then selects from the permissible velocities the one closest to its
desired velocity and goal. Figure 1d shows the resulting half-planes caused by
neighboring agents on an example setup, and the optimal velocity that most
closely matches the person’s desired velocity.
It is possible that the generated set of half-planes does not contain any possi-
ble velocities. Such situations are caused by large densities of people. The solution
is to select a velocity that least penetrates the set of half-planes induced by the
other agents. In this case, there is no guarantee of collision-free motion.
The computation of velocity subject to the set of half-planes is done using
linear programming. The problem for the linear program is defined with the
constraints corresponding to the half-plane ORCAa|b of velocities, attempting
to minimize the difference of the suitable velocity from the desired velocity. Since
each agent needs to find a new velocity, there is a linear problem corresponding
to each agent, each iteration. The algorithm used to solve this is the batch-
GPU-LP algorithm [4]. It is an algorithm designed for solving multiple low-
dimensional linear programs on the GPU, based on the randomized incremental
linear program solver of Seidel [31].
This batch-LP solver works by initially assigning each thread to a problem
(i.e. one pedestrian). Each thread must solve a set of half-plane constraints,
subject to an optimization function. Respectively, these are that the person
should not choose a velocity that collides with other people, and the person
wants to travel as close to their desired velocity as possible.
Each half-plane constraint is considered incrementally. If the current velocity
is not satisfied by the currently considered constraint a new valid velocity is
calculated. The calculation of a new velocity is one of the most computationally
expensive operations. It is also very branched, as only only some of the solvers
require a new valid velocity and others can maintain their current value. This
branching calculation causes the threads that do no need to perform a calcu-
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(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 1: (a) A system of 2 people a and b with corresponding radius ra and rb. (b)
The associated velocity obstacle V Oa|b in velocity space for a look-ahead period
of time τ caused by the neighbor b for a. (c) The vector of velocities vopta − vopta
lies within the velocity obstacle V Oa|b. The vector u is the shortest vector to the
edge of the obstacle from the vector of velocities. The corresponding half-plane
ORCAa|b is in the direction of u, and intersects the point vopta + 1⁄2 u. (d) A view
of a blue agent and its neighbors, as well as the generated half-planes caused
by the neighbors interacting with the blue agent. The solid blue arrow shows
the desired velocity of the blue agent. The dotted blue arrow is the resulting
calculated velocity that does not collide with any neighbor in time τ .
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lation to remain idle while the other threads perform the operation. This is an
unbalanced workload on the GPU device and can vastly reduce the throughput
as many threads do not perform any calculations, exacerbated by the fact that
those threads performing the operation must take a lot of time to complete the
operation.
The implementation of this calculation uses ideas from cooperative thread
arrays [45] to subdivide the calculation into “work units”, blocks of equal size
computation. These work units can be transferred to and computed by different
threads, allowing for a balanced work load and good performance. If the thread
does not need to compute a new velocity, then it can aid in another problem’s
calculation. This algorithm shows performance improvements over state-of-the-
art CPU LP solvers and other GPU LP solvers [4].
3.1 Extension
This section presents the changes made to the ORCA model to allow for simulat-
ing both people and autonomous vehicles. ORCA is a version of an RVO model.
In this model, people will take 50% of the responsibility to avoid colliding. This
is reflected in the calculation of the half plan ORCAA|B being shifted by 1⁄2 u,
explained in Figure 1c. Because the agent takes (at least) half of the responsi-
bility for avoidance, it will assume the other agent will take the remaining half,
and hence collision will be avoided between the two agents.
We include a variable parameter fA|B , that represents the fractional respon-
sibility that agent A will take to avoid agent B. This variable is used when
calculating the position of the half-plane ORCAA|B = vopt + fA|Bu. For the
standard case of people-people interaction, f =1⁄2.
Because of the different nature of movement of people and vehicles, the avoid-
ance taken between vehicles and people will not be reciprocal. As such, the
weighting of u in Figure 1 will be different. Since colliding with an autonomous
vehicle could provide greater risk of health and damage, we assume people will
tend to naturally take more responsibility in avoiding collisions with vehicles
(the amount of avoidance is fperson|car > 1⁄2).
The vehicles themselves could move in a variety of ways. In order to maintain
the parallelism of the ORCA model, we let autonomous vehicles follow the same
sets of steering rules as people, i.e. they also follow the ORCA algorithm. By
ensuring the executing code path is equivalent for all agents, regardless of size
or how much they should contribute to avoiding others, there is no performance
loss by varying the number of vehicles in the simulation, compared to simulating
only people. When a vehicle must avoid colliding with another car, they will
reciprocally avoid each other and each take half the responsibility, much as people
do when interacting with people, i.e. fcar|car =1⁄2.
To ensure guaranteed collision-free motion, fA|B + fB|A >= 1. If an agent
knows how much another will avoid collisions, they can know how much they
should avoid collision. If a person knows that vehicles will not attempt to avoid
collisions (i.e. fcar|person = 0), then people know they are entirely responsible
for getting out of the way (fperson|car = 1).
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Regarding the code itself, it has been rewritten to minimize branching code
paths which ensures GPU performance is maintained, regardless of the propor-
tion of people and autonomous vehicles in the simulation. The GPU is composed
of many threads, much like multicore CPUs, though with many more threads.
These threads are grouped into execution units called warps. A warp usually con-
sists of 32 threads. If threads in a warp execute different code the other threads,
some are masked out and remain idle while the branching code is executed, and
hence reduce the performance of the code. The code is written to ensure both
people and autonomous vehicles follow the same code path, and so no threads
are idle for this reason, and performance is not affected by the inclusion, or
proportion of autonomous vehicles.
4 Results
This section presents the results of two experiments. The first experiment is
composed of two test cases to demonstrate the appearance and correctness of
the model. The first test case is a 2-way crossing and the second test case is an
4-way crossing. The second experiment demonstrates the performance compared
to the equivalent multi-core CPU version [44,29].
For the first experiment, all the test cases are set up in a similar way. Multiple
associated start and end regions are chosen, such that people and vehicles are
spawned in a start region with a target in an associated end region. Random
spawn locations are chosen so that there is no overlap with other people within
a certain time period based on person size and speed. Within a simulation, each
agent has a goal location to aim for. The agent’s velocity is in the direction of
the goal location, scaled to the walking speed. Once an agent reaches the goal
location they are removed from the simulation. Once all agents have reached their
goal the simulation is ended. The avoidance responsibility values are set such
that people are entirely responsible for avoiding collisions with the autonomous
vehicles. This is mathematically represented as fperson|car = 1, fcar|person = 0.
The first test case was a 2-way crossing, with the two crowds attempting to
pass amongst each other to reach their destination. Figure 2 shows the result
of this. The second test case was a 4-way crossing, visualized in figure 3. Each
crowd must navigate directly across the environment, causing avoidance of not
only head-on agents, but also side-on. The 3D model of the vehicle is that of the
“Pod”, used by the Transport Systems Catapult [46]
The second experiment was designed to test the performance of the GPU
implementation in comparison to the multi-core CPU implementation. Figure 4
shows the results that varying numbers of agents have on the frame time. Various
test cases (e.g. 2-way and 4-way crossings) with different agent parameters were
run, and the timings averaged between them. In this experiment no visualization
was used so as to ensure the timings were due to the algorithm only. The GPU
solution gives speed increases of up to 30 times compared to the multi-core CPU
implementation. Results for the single-core CPU version are not given as for any
sizeable number of agents the multi-core CPU implementation always outper-
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Fig. 2: Visualization of 2,500 agents in Unreal. Two crowds navigate past each
other, one heading from left to right and the other heading from right to left.
Inset: an eye-level view of the simulation, taken at the same time
forms the single-core CPU implementation. This is due to better utilization of
the CPU device. The colored bars of figure 4 correspond to the primary (left)
vertical axis, which uses a logarithmic scale. The relative time taken between
the charts corresponds to the secondary (right) vertical axis, with linear scale.
This result is the same that was found when simulating only people, as in the
previous work of Charlton et al., using the same hardware [3]. This occurs be-
cause there is no computational difference between agents representing people
or vehicles. On the GPU this results in the same code being executed, which
maintains parallelism across the device and results in consistent performance
regardless of the proportions of people and autonomous cars. Hence, the same
performance between the proposed model and the previous work is maintained.
The results show that the speed increases proportionally to the number of
agents. Greater relative speed-up occurs for even larger numbers of agents, but
the time taken per frame is below real time. The GPU simulations ran at close
to 30 frames a second (33ms per frame) for up to 5 × 105 agents. The CPU
version performs better for smaller number of agents, with a crossover occurring
at approximately 2× 103 agents. This is due to the GPU device not being fully
utilized for smaller simulations and the reduced throughput being outperformed
by the CPU. The experiments were run on an NVIDIA GTX 970 GPU card
with 4GB dedicated memory and a 4-core/8-thread Intel i7-4790K with 16 GB
RAM. The GPU was connected by PCI-E 2.0. The GPU software was developed
with NVIDIA CUDA 8.0 on Windows 10. On the GPU tested, there was a limit
on the amount of usable memory of 4GB, which corresponded to approximately
5×105 agents. It is expected that relative performance increases will continue to
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 3: Visualization of 2,500 agents in Unreal. Four crowds navigate past each
other, two heading between left and right and two between top and bottom. a)
Shows a zoomed-out view, with arrows showing the motion of each agent. b)
shows a zoomed-in section of the above image. c) shows an eye-level view of the
simulation
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Fig. 4: Frame time (in ms) for multi-core CPU and GPU ORCA models with
varying numbers of agents. Logarithmic scale on primary (left) vertical axis.
Relative timing is given on the secondary (right) vertical axis, in linear scale.
Simulation time only without visualization of the pedestrians.
be obtained for larger numbers of agents for the GPU implementation for GPUs
with larger memory capacity. For example a modern Tesla V100 with 32GB of
on-board RAM would support up to 4 × 106 agents.
5 Conclusions
We have introduced extensions to the previously presented GPU ORCA model
[3] to allow for simulation of autonomous vehicles. The flexibility in being able to
alter the amount of avoidance people and vehicles make with each other allows for
simulating a wide variety of different cases. The experimental results shows were
for agents taking full responsibility for avoiding colliding with vehicles, however
the model contains the ability to alter this amount. This aids autonomous vehicle
designers to assess the levels of responsibility to achieve safe operation within a
crowded environment.
Our model is currently limited in the number of agents in the simulation size
due to GPU memory. The models use large amounts of memory for storing the
ORCA half-planes of each person. Memory usage could be reduced by considering
fewer people. This would reduce the memory of each person but may result in
less realistic motion with greater chance of collisions. A solution to the lack of
memory is with Maxwell and later architectures, which can use managed memory
[47] to page information from CPU to GPU on demand. This would allow for
many more people to be simulated, up to the computer’s system RAM capacity.
It is expected that greater relative speedups between multi-core CPU and GPU
will continue to be obtained for even larger amounts of simulated people.
It is expected that the more computationally expensive steering models would
include more realistic motion such as side-stepping for pedestrians, more realistic
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densities, and less probability of collisions. In comparison, it is expected that the
model in this paper would have greater performance and larger numbers of sim-
ulated people. An interesting extension would be to account for non-holonomic
motion, such as the work of Alonso-Mora et al. [48] or acceleration, Berg et al.
[44]. These models create extra linear constraints that arise due to the limitation
in motion of the agent, and further constrain the possible motions. The simula-
tion would then be composed of the ORCA model for pedestrians, and one of
these extended models for vehicles, interacting and avoiding each other.
The current work involves writing the data from the simulation to a file before
visualization using Unreal. The data is copied from the GPU to the CPU, then
loaded into Unreal and copied back to the GPU in Unreal for visualization. This
is expensive. Future work will look at how to use the Unreal engine to visualize
a simulation as it is calculated, which could be done by sharing GPU buffer
information between the simulation program and the Unreal Engine.
A further extension to this model includes the use of virtual reality hardware.
Users are placed within the virtual simulation to navigate around simulated peo-
ple and vehicles. This could function as training for people to become accustomed
to being in the same area as autonomous vehicles. The use of a treadmill or other
walking device that combines with virtual reality would also provide benefits.
By physically walking, it would create stronger immersion in the simulation.
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